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Mathematical Notations

Coordinates

q

q

Q,

I
,(t)

t(t)

æ,(t)

qeRn

qeRn

!¡eRn
leRn
aeR2n

leRzn

t, e Rzn

Generalized position coordinates

Generalized velocity coordinates

Reference value for position

Position error f: e - g¡

State of motion , = ( ø, O, )'
Error state of motion U = ({
Reference state of motion æ, =

{
ii

T

íi T

Torques, forces, inertias

T Applied torques or forces

U(q) Moment of inertia M(q) = U,(q) > O

C(q,q)q Coriolis, centripetal and frictional forces

G(q) Gravitational forces

u Control variable u = M (q)Ttã + ltø çq, ùTñ

Energy. functions

Ê, Lagrangian of mechanical motion

L Lagrangian of optimization

7{ Hamiltonian of mechanical motion

E Hamiltonian of optimization

U(q) Potential energy

T(q,q) Kinetic energy

V(i,t) Hamilton principal function of optimization

Vx(Í,ú) Lyapunov firnction of control and ad.aptation

J(") Optimizationcriterion

reR^
M e Rnxn

C e Rnxn

G e Rnxn

uenn
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Matrices

a

R

s

T¡

TtrTz

TnrTtz

U

Optimization weighting matrix w.r.t. æ

Optimization weighting matrix w.r.t. u

Optimization cross weighting matrix w.r.t. æ, u

State transformation matrix

S tate transformation matrices

State transformation matrices

State transformation matrix

Vector of rrnknown parameters

Regression matrix

Error state of motion i =

Q e nz'.*zn

R e Rnxn

S € n,?.xz,'.

Ts ç Pznxzn

TtrTz e n',x'"

TttrTrz e R'.xrt

¡¡ ç ¡¿2nx2æ

0eRP

,þ e R'¡'o

Í e nzn+o

Adaptive control

0

,þ

f (t) ( 0
T

){
J
lt

Introduction

A purpose of motion control is to maintain a prescribed motion for the control object by

applying compensating corrective torques or forces. Motion controlled systems intended

for autonomous operation need optimization as well as an ability of adaptation to new and.

rapidly changing operating conditions. The optimality of such control design is therefore

meaningful to consider. Linear optimal control based on linearized equations of motion is

a standard approach to solve such problems.

Nonlinear dynamics with motion constraints and rapidly changing operating condi-

tions sometimes make such control problems difficult. The rigid body mechanics of flight

control or robot manipulator motion is often formulated with the general equations ob-

tained from Lagrangian mechanics (time arguments omitted).

ak),i * C(q,ùi + clq¡ = ", M(q) : u'(q) > o (1)

The position coordinates g e nt'. with associated velocities { and accelerations g are

controlled with the driving torques r e nn. The (generalised) moment of inertia M(ù,
the coriolis, centripetal and frictional forces C(q,q)q, and the gravitational forces G(q) aI
vary along the trajectories.
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The control problem is as follows: Find the torques (forces) r so that the control

object follows a trajectory provided that equations (1) of the rigid body mechanics are

known. Ftom the standpoint of linear quadratic control theory it is natural to include the

torques (forces) in the performance index. Attempta to design linear quadratic control

however often fail due to the position-dependent, nonlinear behavior of (1).

Both optimal control and adaptive control are relevant in this context. Various

adaptive control algorithms were early proposed in robotics by Torvrrzuxt et øt 1281.

Dunowsxv AND DEsFoRcEs [6] proposed an adaptive control that adjusts feedback

gains to follow a reference model. KoIvo AND Guo [18] used an autoregressive model to

fit data. Both assumed that the interaction forces among the joints are negligible. Re-

cently, several authors [4], [17], [27], have proposed adaptive control solutions which take

the nonlinear actions into account.

Linear optimal control solutions are standard and rely on linearized equations around

an operating point. S¡.uuts AND LEE [25] made early work on self-optimizing control

in robotics. Apart from such approximate solutions there are also approaches with sub-

optimal solutions based on the nonlinear equations. Lnn luo Cnpt [20] proposed a

suboptimal nonlinear control design based on quasi-linearization and linear optimal con-

trol. Discrete-time adaptive cont¡ol based on linearized dynamics around. preplanned

trajectories was proposed by Lnn .q,No Cuuxc [21].

'Exact linearization' of nonlinear systems as a method for control design has lately

attracted considerable interest in application areas such as flight control [13] and robotics

[8], [19], [23] ('computed torque') as well as in theory [14], [2a]. The id.ea is to use state

feedback to make exact cancellation of nonlinear terms and factors followed by optimal

control design for the simplified system.

Problem statement

There are two natural choices of control variable for computation of optimal motion con-

trol. One approach is based on minimization of local accelerations, velocities, and posi-

tions. A solution of the linear quadratic control problem provides the optimal accelerations

and the corresponding torques can be calculated with the 'exact linearization' or 'com-

puted torque'method. This optimizationis based on linear system dynamics with double

integrator action and does not include the nonlinear dynamics of (1). Thus, the control
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optimization is not made with respect to the applied torques.

However, optimization criteria with penalties on the torques rather than accelerations

lead to complicated trajectory dependent mathem¿tical problems. Methods hitherto pre-

sented in the literatr¡re generally require cumbersome trajectory dependent numerical or

approximate solutions [20], [25], [29].

To the author's knowledge there exists no analytic solution to the quadratic control

problem of motion described by equations of Lagrarigian mechanics. It is the purpose

of this paper to present stable, analytic solutions to the problem of quadratic optimal

control of motion control with minimization of the applied torques (forces) when velocity

and position measurements are available. 'We use an optimal control approach to solve

a Hamilton-Jacobi equation and present feedback solutions to the stated optimal motion

control problem. We reduce the given problem into two separate problems:

Dxplicit solution of an optimal tracking problem with the Hamilton-Jacobi equation

Adaptive control

The solution offers:

Optimization of a performance index

Stability

Trajectory planning

'We will thus achieve separated solutions of optimality and adaptation. The solution

should be of interest for robot manipulator control, biomechanics, fl.ight control and other

branches of applied mechanics.

Rigid body dynamics

We model the motion dynamics as a set of z rigid bodies corurected and described by

a set of generalized coordinates q € nn. The derivation of the motion equations (f) bV

methods of Lagrange theory [2], [9] involves the explicit expressions of kinetic energy 7
and potential energy U to form the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion

d .aL.
-l -tü\ adt

atÂ -"oq
t=T-U (2)

where r are the externally applied torques and forces. The Lagrangian t of robot motion
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in a space with a velocity independent gravitation potential is

L(q,q) - T(q,q) - u(q) = 
LrA' u{ø)q - u(q) (3)

The stand.ard general equations (L) are obtained from (3) as

u(q)ü*c(q,ø)ø+G(q)=r (1)

It is assumed that the positions g and velocities f but not the accelerations g are available

for measurement. It is further assumed that the torque vector r is available as the control

input. It is assumed that the matrices MrCrG have a known structure and contain

constant parameters.

Control objective

The desired reference trajectory for the control object to follow is assumed available as

bounded firnctions of time in terms of generalized positions l, € Cl and its corresponding

accelerations g, and velocities {r. The v¿riables (ir, Qr, qr Írãy be conveniently generated

with some bounded reference signal r and a reference model of the type

ri, + K¿4, * KpQ, = Krr r,I, € Rn (4)

The dynamic system (a) with the r¿ x n-matrices K¿rKp,K, need be stable. Define the

errors of accelerations, velocities, and positions as

[iJ:I
Q_Q,
q-q,
Q- Q¡ J,t- ft ';) (5)

The control objective is to follow a given, bounded reference trajectory f'q" without

position errors Q-, or velocity errors 8-.

A state space description

The full error state space representation is found as

T
t(t) = ( attrl {(t) ãeRzn (6)

The error dynamics of the manipulator may be obtained from (1), (4), and (6) as a state

space description where the deriv¿tive of ã is

tu)
t(t)

-M-'(q)c(q,q)
fnxn

0nx¿

0nxn

6

í(t¡ = ã(¿)+



(7)

or with shorter notation

l(t) = A(q,q)i(t) * Bo({,, ç,q,q) + BM-L(q)r (8)

where r is available for assignment of the control law.

'What control effort should be minirnized?

A natural aim is to minimize velocity and position errors (state errors) with a minimum

of the applied torques as well as the energy consumtion. The Euler-Lagrange equations

give for a velocity-independent potential energy î.1

(e)

Changes in potential energy due to gravitation are inevitable and can be determined from

the sta¡t and end points only. It is therefore not very meaningfirl to make optimization

with respect to gravitation-dependent torques or forces. Consider therefore the applied

torques r¿ that selectively affect the kinetic energy.

AUcrk=r- û: *rr#r-#= Mk)o*'¡*k,ild= (Mk), tu(c,a)) o (10)

For minimization we embed this choice of control variable in the more general definition

+ 
[ 

-a; -'-'@::(q) + c(qd)d') 
) - [ í:; ) r^ror,

d .aT_I-
dt\ ôq )

0T 0u

-Ioq oq

., = ( Mk), *¡,t(q,ù) (t) = Mk)r1ät *I*k,ùrtt (11)

wit}r.Z and ft introduced via the following state-space transformation of ã

'= [ i):r¡..:t;] [äJ 
: [î' ï:^)ti) r,,,r,zenrlxn

(12)

This definition includes torques affecting kinetic enelgy (10), reference trajectories (5),

and a state space transformation (12). The control variable ø of (11) specializes to r¿ of

(10) for g, = 0, Ttt : -I¿¡7¿¡ ârd Ttz = 0. The equations of motion (?) from u to ã are

then 

#=Ar(0,Ðr+B{q)u
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$'ith

A2z

A3:

A5:

A6:

.d7:

i -- Tlt 0r.xr"

Ti-tTt,
M(q)-'

0rrx",
-Iu(q)-'u(q,q)

m-l
111

Toî, + T;L u

and

B{q) = r;t aM(q)-r (13)

A quadratic optimization problem

We embed the motion control problem into the following somewhat more general opti-

mization problem. The assumptions made are suÍrmarized as follows:

Basic assurnptions

A1: The motion equations are M(q),i + Cç|,ùq + G(q) = z with coordinates g and

external torques (forces) r.

Reference trajectory given as Q,Q,g, with the error-st"t"l = ({ {)
A state-space transformation

loæz
Tn Ttz

0rn"r, fnxn
T

A,4z The control action to minimize is

1
U: -2

¡ø (q, ù n' Tol + M (q) Br Tsäíi B_ fnxn
0r""r.

(14)

Positions and velocities of rigid body motion are available for measurement

Known structure of M,C,G

Known parameters of MrCrG

To derive an optimal feedback, the control problem is formulated as a quadratic optimiza-

tion problem with a performance index .I(z) subject to assumptions (A.1-?)

J(u) = f* t6,u¡0, (15)
Jto

with the Lagrangian

{) (3¡: 3:) ßJ . f,u'nu
(16)

L(t,u) = Iurþ)Ot(t) + 
Lr'r1r¡nuçq =', (t

8



Given the performance index ,/(u), we find an optimal control n = tr,* that will transfer

from an initial state to a desired state. The control tt = t!,* moves the system from an

arbitrary initial state ã(ús) to the origin of the error-space while minimizing J(z). The

control variable u is weighted with the matrix R = RT ) 0 and the vector of velocity and

position errors ã is weighted with the matrix Q = QT ) 0. The rate of compensation

can be adjusted by chosing proper weights Q. The tewn ul Ru guarantees smoothness of

operation.

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation

Define the Hamiltonian of optimization as

E(l,u,Wr=, )'i + L(i,u) (17)
0V(i,t)

oæ

where tr/ solves the partial differential equation

_ry=(ry),à;+L(t,u) (18)

A necessary and sufficient condition for optimality [7], [22], is to choose a value function

V that satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

av
At

! minII(1,u, AV
o4 )=o (1e)

This minimum is attained for the optimal control u, = r.t* and the Hamiltonian

(20)

The optimal value function I/ that solves (19) for u, = u| is the Hamilton's principøl

function [9] of the system.

LPtvI¡r,t¡, L

The following function I/ composed of l, qr(t), To, M, and a symmetric matrix ff €

-R'x' solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and is a Hamilton's princiTnl function for the

optimization problem (15-16) under assumptions (A'1-T).

v(i(t),t'1=lrtrr{ ('y, :r) ", 
(21)

E* ='ìirff :'i"(#)'ã+ L@,u))= H(i,O,ry) - - ry

I



for K, ?s solving the algebraic matrix equation

* 
[ [;

K
0

+ Q - T{ AR-\ ørro ã=0 (22)

Qn
aTa ,) QTQ, + QTQ. - @Tr+ 8rz) > o

R=RT=r?fr?r>o (24)

The optimal feedback control law u = ø* that minimizes J is

u*(t) = -n-t Arfoilt¡ (23)

Pnoor: See appendix 1

Rnn¡,nr:

The matrix solution K of (2L) is not unique. Another solution to (22) may be obtained

by adding ïny n X n skewsymmetric matrix to K. tr

All optimal control generated by the solution (2L-23) to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation do

not necessarily guara.ntee stable closed-loop behavior. Only solutions that also guarantee

a stable closed-loop behavior are interesting for control design purposes. Sufficient condi-

tions for stable, optimal control requires that K = KT ) 0 as formulated in the following

theorem:

Tnponpu 1:

Let the weighting matrices Q, .r? with Cholesky factors Qu Qz,.R be chosen such that

\il=[Q=Qr=í3i: Q{ Q''

QT,

Let ?¡, K be chosen as the matrices

To-
)=[

Tn Ttz
0 Inxn

RTQ' nT Q,
0 fn*n

K = Kr -f;tolo,+qîqL)-t¡ofr*grz) > 0 (25)

The optimal control solution of (15) subject to assumptions (41-7) then gives a -t2-stable

closed-loop system with the optimal feedback control law ?¿ = ?¿*

(26)tl*(t) : -n-t Arfoiçt¡

1_0



The minimal optimization criterion is then obtained as

where I/ solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1g)

r(u*) :'*"" l: L(i,u)d,t = l: L(i,u*)dt= r/(ã(úo), úo) (27)

1v(í(t),t) {rl
2

mk) 0

OK Tol (28)

(31)

(32)

Pnoo¡': See appendix 2.

Rptr¡¡,nr:

Consider an optimization criterion ,[ where the matrix ,9 is used for weighting of the cross

term between ã and u.

J1(u) = 
lo* 

4a,u¡ar, L{t,u) =Lrt,p¡qã(ú) + Lrurlr¡nu¡q + urþ)st(t) (2e)

The Lagrangian of (29) can be brought to a form (30) simitar to (15-16) provided that the

symmetric matrix Q - Sr n-t,S > 0.

L{t,u¡ = 
LU'u{t) 

+ n-1sa1¿))rn(ü(r) + n-L stþ)) +L¡rfç¡(e - sr p-1s¡ø1t¡ (30)

The optimal feedback control law ø: u* that minimizes "I1 is

u"(t)= -,R-l(s + BrTùí(t)

fot K , ?s solving the algebraic matrix equation

yrtt; + Q - (S + Arrolr¿-t(S + BrTo) -00

This follows with the same arguments as in the proof of lemma L

11



Asymptotic stabitity

The functionV(í,t) of (28) can be viewed aB a sum of a kinetic energy and a potential

energy from a set of springs with a stiffness matrix K. The controlled motion keeps stable

with an equilibrium on the prescribed reference trajectory as long as I/ does not grow.

This physical analogy can be formalized in a stability proof as follows:

Tnponuu 2:

The function I/ of (28) is a Lyapunov function for the system controlled with the optimal

control (26) under assumptions (41-7).

v(t(t),0 =!¡'ri f
mk) 0

AK Toí

The Lyapunov function derivative V = dvld¿ < 0 for llãll I 0 and global asymptotic

stability holds for Q > 0,.R > 0. tr

Pnoor:

The quadratic fimction V(i,ú) is a suitable Lyapunov function candidate because it is

positive, radially growing with llãll. It is continuous and has a unique minimum at the

origin of the emor-space. It remains to show that ü ( 0 for all llãll I 0. lbom the solution

of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (18) it follows that dVldt+ L - AVIæ {f[* : 0 is

constant fot u: u* so that

ry = -L(t,r*) = -'ræçrg an-L BrTo + e)t < 0; v¿ > 0, I + o. (BB)

The Lyapunov firnction derivative (33) is negative definite and the proposition of the

theorem then follows directly from the properties of Lyapunov functions, see [11]. tr

The Control Law

The optimal control was given as the feedback control

u*(r) = -n-tarrsiçt¡ (a4)

Calculation of the appropriate external torques to apply is then obtained with the 'com-

puted torque'method from (1), (12) and (15) as the acceleration equation

u(q)l = M(q)rtr'errk)-ru* - T',í - Irøt^ *k,q)rrt) (85)

L2



This gives the'optimal torque' r* calculated aia assumptions (41-7)

r* = M(q)(a - r;'rrrl- rrr'M(ù-tf,ilr1q,q) + n-'¡arro) * c(q d)d + c(q) (so)

This control law is considerably simplified for a diagonal 7rr = ttLl,,x,., úrr € .R which

is obtained for a special choice of Q, R (and ,5). It is then not necessary to involve the

complicated M(q)-' in the control law calculations.

," = *(*rorru,o - r,,h -**ro,d)Brrñ* ") * 
c(q,ùt + cqq¡

with

u* = -R-tBrToi (gz)

A further simplification of (3?) to a case with g, = 0,T12 = 0 gives the control law u*

with the physical interpretation (10) of minimized torque.

Self-optimizing adaptation

The 'exact linearization' or 'computed torque' method (37) can be viewed as a feedforward

controlwithrespecttoMrCrGanditsaccuracythusreliesongoodknowledge ofMrCrG.

In cases with uncertain or time-varying parameterc of MrCrG therc is a need of identi-

fication and adaptation of the optimal control to the operating conditions. Adaptation

of the 'exact linearization' or the 'computed torque' method is easily implemented only

if accelerations are available for measurements. The presented optimal control algorithm

(37), however, is straightforward to modify for self-optimizing adaptive control.

The matrices MrCrG are assumed (46) to have a known structure but the parameters

are now assumed unknown, cf. (LT). Let the optimal control law be expressed in terms

of unknown parameters 0 e Rp of M,CrG andthe data vectors rl, e n??*orúo € fi'. The

vectors ry'q contains terms of ¡* that can be computed without reference to unknown or

uncertain parameters.

". = # (, k)þrr;", - r*h - l* U, d) Br rot + u.) + c {ø, ù i + c 1q¡ = {Ow * úo * u* )

(38)

The adaptive control law is a modifi.cation of (38) with 0 replaced by an estimate â

*Ôk,ùt+ê1q¡
(3e)

" = frl,e*úotu*) = #(t,r,, ttt4,-rtzÐ-Ifrø,ÐBrroi+u.)

13



e

Ref .

u

g, dq/dt

Figure 1. Organisation of optimal control and adaptation (?rr : .I).

The resulting, effective control variable u in case of uncertain parameters can be computed

from (38) and (39) as

n = 7.r,* + úl; u* = -R-! BTTrI (40)

where á-denotes the vector of parameter errors i = î - d. This control law is no longer

optimal in the sense of (15) due to the term1/lí. Let the parameter 
"""o" 

ãb" included in

a neü¡ state vecto" Í thut su.ffi.ces to describe the error dynamics.

x- (41)

The following Lyapunov design of parameter adjustment can make the solution system-

atically tend toward the optimal solution. Introduce the following Lyapunov function

candidate I/¡

*

0

vx(i,t) =V(t,t) +Veø) =Ir'rtr (
t.) 

"' 
+ 

Lrõr xrl, Ke=KT>o
(42)

where I/ is the solutionto the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (l-9) andVs is a quadratic func-

tional of parameter errors. Moreover, Vx is afirnction of the full error state with a unique

minimum at the origin of error state space. The function tr¡¡ is thus feasible as a Lyapunov

function candidate for the adaptive (sub)optimat system with the derivative

vx =v tv6 = -Ir'fO +r{nn-ryrToq +{r{ ar¡tl +ã'tçrã (¿s)

M(q)
0

Adaptatio n

Optimal
control

Control
ob ject

'Exact
linearizat¡on'

x=tyO+\¡/ +U
0

1,4



The following adaptation law (44)

î = -x;trlrr BrTol (44)

and the control law (39) assures that V¡ is equal to I/ of (33) for constant parameters 0,

dVy(X,t
= -Iu, @ + rl B n-L Br ro)t (45)dt

This proves that the system is globally stable (in the sense of Lyapunov) and the adaptation

eventually makes the control system optimal. The adaptation thus makes the system

work as a self-optimizing control system or an extremum controller. The performance

degradation due to the parameter errors can be evaluated as

(46)

'We summarize and formalize the given statements as theorem B.

Tsponnu 3:

Assume that the optimal control tr* is determined as stated in theorem 2. Let the optimal

control law be expressed in terms of unknown parameters 0 e Rp of MrCrG and the data

vectors ,1, e n'"*nr tþo ê. Rn. The vectors ry's contains terrrrs of r* that can be computed

without reference to rrnknown or uncertain parameters.

M(q)(trr,i, - r"2í) -!*fo,ù)Brroã * tn(C(q,íi)d + clq¡¡ = ú0 * úo (47)

The adaptive control law with 0 replaced by an estimate î e Rp is

1^r = tþþ0 *'þo* u*) (48)

with the adaptation law

î = -K,trþr BrTol (49)

The Lyapunov function I/x

, l: {(Q +r{an-tarro¡ãdt <vx(Íþo),úo) = r(u.) +v,Oeù)

vx(i,O = 
L¡o'rg 

I ) 
,,, + 

Lræ xei; K6-KI>o (50)
M(q) o

OK
with the negative semidefinite derivative

.1vx=v*v6=-ir'tq+TlBn-rarrgr<o; vf+0 (51)

L5



then assures that the seU-optimizing adaptive (sub)optimat control solution (48-49) is

-tz-stable and uniformly globally stable in the sense of Lyapunov for constant parameters

d. The solution reaches the the optimal solution for ã = 0.

Pnoo¡

The theorem is immediately verified by application of (a9) to (43) under the conditions of

constant parameters 0 and theorems L, 2. The solution reaches the optimal solution for

i : 0. The Lyapunov function derivative is negative semidefinite w.r.t. Í and negative

definite w.r.t. ã. tr

A simulated example

m
2

2

a
m 2

q

2

1

1

I-iq

l1
I

I
I

Figure 2. A two-link manipulator with masses rnt and mz

'We consider trajectory planning for a weight lifting operation of the two-linft example

in Fig. L with point masses rr¿1, rn2 [kg],lengths 11, 12 [m], angular positions 4r, øz [rad],

and torques î1, T2 [N-]. The cost functional to minimize is assumed to be:

r(u): I"* (o o') a IiJ - uruu dt; rL= r - G(q) (52)
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Figure 3. Simulation of the robot (56) with the optimal control law (59). Upper graphg show
grr gz and middle graphs show 11, 22, respectively. Lower left graph shows the performance index
J(ø) of(15). The lower right graph shows the Lyapunov function (28) that decreases everywhere.
All graphs vs. time [s].

with Q - 100Ia¡a¡ and .R = 0.02Izxz. The reference values of (a) are d, = 0, l, : 0. The

motion equations of Lagrangian mechanics may be derived from the kinetic and potential

energies.

T(q,q):L¡a'uro)a, uk) = (*, + m2)gl1c1* mzslzcz (58)

with

M(q): (*, + ^r)I? rn2ll2(s1s2 + qcz)
m2ll2(qs2 * c1c2) *rI3

with the short notationc2 = cos(q2), sr = sin(gr), etc. The motion equations are

,: M(q),i* C(q,ùt+ak¡, o: rmz

where

1 :l 0c(q,ù = iM(q,ù | lm2tl2(c1s2 - s.c2)(qt - qz)

and the gravitation

lm2ll2(c¡sz - sßz)(et - qz)

(54)

(55)

(56)-(*, + m2)l1gs1

-rn2l2!s2
G(q) =

0

1,7
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Figure 4. Simulation of the robot (55) with the self-optimizing adaptive control taw (60).
Upper graphs show 81t 1zt and middle graphs show rr and 12, respectively. Lower left graph
shows the estimate î oI ^2. The lower right graph shows the Lyapunov function (2S) that
decreageg evcrywhere. All grapha vr. time [s].

Theorem 1 and 2 are valid for this example $'ith T11 - Tzz: \ñfn*n and ú11 = t/1. Let

aL= atL orr) - htü, - T,,í, o, = (r¡ - t¡¡q - BrToã. The matrices ry',

20

20

1

T

0

0

20

20

uzz

4,:
I?rn + ll2(s1s2 j cp2)u12 * ll1l2(c1sz - qrcz)(et - qz)azz - tnglysl
|1l2(qs2 * qcz)an I tZan + lll2(qsz - srcz)(et - qz)uzt - tygl2s2

(57)

f, = (m1t21u11- 
múy1hs,l) 

(58)

The resulting control law is then

[;; )=#(tl,)'.';,:;) ) "[ä)-"[ä) (5e)

Theorems 1 and 2 are valid for this example so that stable optimal control can be an-

ticipated. Simulations are shown in Fig. 3 for rn1 = 1 [kg], lnz = 10 [kg], lr = 1 [m],

and12 = t [m] and initial values et: gz = rl2 þad] and zero velocities. Notice that the

Lyapunov function decreases everywhere (Fig. 3).
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Assume now that the weight of the Load mz = 0 = t0 [kg] is u¡]nown so that adaptation

is necessary. Choose the adaptation matrix Ke = B. The resulting control law of (48-49)

is then

¡= -#r'í qt

qz )-*r'
Qt

Qz

8t

9z

qt

qz[ ;; J = #( t !ilu. (!,::)) - uo 50 (60)

A simulation that includes the self-optimizing adaptation is shown in Fig. 4 with the

initial estimate î = L. All other initial conditions and system are the same as in Fig.

3. Apart from the initial adaptation transients the result is very similar to the optimal

control simulation of Fig. 3. This indicates that the algorithm is capable to compensate

for tenfold gain variations in the moment of inertia with quite good results.

Discussion and Conclusions

A time-variant optimal control problem of rigid body motion has been solved with explicit

solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. The optimal solution provides asymptotically

stable optimal control. Globally stable adaptive control for self-optimization has been

designed to solve the case of uncertain parameters.

The proposed solutions contribute to the understanding of the close connections be-

tween classical mechanics and optimization theory for motion control. The matrix K of

(28) represents a spring action around the desired position while terms containing M(g)

represents kinetic energy. The Hamiltonian îl = T * 1,1 of analytical mechanics may be

compared with the Hamilton-Jacobi solutionV(1,ú) that represents a sum of kinetic en-

ergy and a 'potential energy' of a spring action described by a stiffness matrix ]f. The

spring action thus formally replaces the gravitation as the source of potential energy.

The optimal control is globally asymptotically stable while the self-optimizing adap-

tive control is globally stable in the sense of Lyapunov. The uniform stability in the

sense of Lyapunov follows from the existence of a negative semidefinite Lyapunov function

derivative as shown in theorem 3. Finite initial conditions and gr, gn €, L* mean that

V(i(ts),ú6) is bounded. A finite value of the Lyapunov function I/ necessarily means a

finite magnitude of the tracking errors ¡,V. Xne l--stability follows fromthe fact that

the Lyapunov function can only decrease with time.

The control law contains linear and nonlinear compensations that can be calculated

with algebraic matrix equations (25). The matrices T¡¡,Trz providing velocity and position
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feedback are easily computed from the weighting matrices of control optimization. The

closed-loop properties may be effectively chosen with the weighting matrices Q, R of

(16). These matrices may be chosen according to the common design experiences in

linear quadratic optimal control. the self-optimizing adaptation may be chosen with the

weighting matrix Ke.

The presented optimal control algorithm exhibits a certain similarity to the linear

quadratic control problem. Equation (22) an<l the algebraic Riccati equation are simila,r

but the solutions are very different. The Riccati equation solution is positive definite

but the present algorithm does not in general provide a symmetric weighting matrix ?s.

Secondly, the solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in the linear quadratic cont¡ol case

is not composed in the same way as the solution (28) of the present work.

It is interesting to see that the optimization prescribes a non-zero Ty2 of the state

transformation matrix of tr¡ to guarantee asymptotic stability. This state space transforma-

tion obtained with ?e might be understood from a linear systems viewpoint. State-space

equations of stable linear systems expressed in v¿riables of velocities and positions (4) con-

tain a dynamics matrix with eigenvectors o = (o7 ,T )' obtained from the eigenvalue

problem

l-i' -i") 
[;; ):[-i'_i,) [;l ) + erÀo2=Q (61)

This means that velocity and position coordinates necessarily are dependent. The state

space transformation (12) may therefore serve to eliminate some redundance while keeping

the full state space order, c/. Cnn.nrowtcz et aI[B].

Many application tasks of controlled motion must be solved in due time and it can

thus be argued that the infinite time problem is less relevant for applied motion con-

trol. Howevet, a minor reformulation of the treated optimization problem shows that the

treated problem has much relevance for practice. The considered infinite-time optimiza-

tion criterion can be viewed. as a finite time problem with a performance optimization

together with an end point condition at ú = ú¡ on the closed-loop stability.

v1ç(æ(ts),tù : I L(t,u*)dt = [" L(t,u*)dt * vo(æ(t¡),t¡) (62)
Jto Jæ

Notice that the Lagrangian -t is positive so that V(l(tr),tÐ <V(í(¿o),to). This offers

a possibility of learning action that can be obtained also for finite-time operation with
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periodic or iterative motion. The self-optimizing adaptation of an optimal trajectory

intended for periodic motion may thus be made by a few repetitive trials.

The application potential of the proposed methodology lies in the control design in ar-

eas such as robotics and flight control and in motion control analysis of e.g. biomechanics.

Both optimal feedback control laws and optimal trajectory planning can be derived with

the present approach. The self-optimizing adaptation is valuable for cases of uncertain or

time-varying system parameters as well as for reconfiguration of the control system.

OnIy rigid body motion has been explicitly treated here. Structural flexibilities that

can be modelled by methods of analytical mechanicÊ may be included in the equations (1)

and thus in the optimal control solution. Notice however that the presented method relies

on measurement of all velocity and position variables. This may be a practical difficulty

for applications to active damping.

Several extensions of the methods of this papû can be outlined. Finite-time opti-

mization with a time-varying K(t) leads to matrix equations that require matrix inversion

of M(q) and is thus computationally more complicated than the presented solution.
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Appendix L: Proof of Lemma L

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation

The theorem claims that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation

_ôV(l,t)
0t = q"(f W),i;+ L(t,ù) (18 - le)

is satisfied for a function

(21)

The proof contains four steps:

1: Verification thatV =V(l,t)
2: Evaluation of partial derivatives of T/,

3: Derivation of the r¿ that minimizes ff of (17)

4: Verification that V solves (19).

Firstl¡ it is necessary to verify that tr¡ and thus M(q) is a fi¡nction of ã and ú only. Notice

that the reference value g'(ú) is by definition a firnction of ú only. It is then obvious that

M(q) = M@+ q,(ú)) = M(t,t) (,41.1)

v(l,t) =tZu'ri I
u(q)

0 :,) ^'

The inertia matrix M(q) is thus a firnction of the error-state I and the time ú which implies

that V -V(irú). The time derivative of the inertia matrix can be expressed as

ry=W=rW)'f,*ruia!'r#
or

u(q,q)=tW)'fr*rui!*,r# Ør.z)

Secondly, partial derivatives of the function tr/ need to be evaluated in order to test the

hypothesis that I/ solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. The partial derirr¿tive of I/ with

respect to time is

ov(i,t)-L_;rfflW o,*, lroã (/,1.s)ot 2- -o [ 0""" on^n )'"-
0V (õ, t) _, AV (1, Ð_rr ð q,(t) _, ôV (í, t) ¡r dq,(t) _, ôV (t, t) ¡r dæ ¡--ãi=(- ôq, , ot ,Ëff=(Ë)';; (A1.4)
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The gradient of I/ with respect to the error-state ã is

av!!,t) 
=dÍ

M(ã,t) 0,"x",

Or,xrn K Toi +mTro

. _{ri 
(

L--
-n'

Ornr'

0r"* r,
rl 8M(;,t\

8a
0r,xrt

Toi (,41.5)
2

Expression (41.5) is a function of ã and t only and does not explicitly depend on g, i- or

ø. This gives

,Av(i,t),r\alt M(l,t)
0r.xr.

8M(;.tlL
ëæt

Orrxn
Toi

oi")roi+iy"rr 
I

h 0rrxr.

0.,.*n
(,41.6)

The state space equation from u to õ of (13) is

î 1To -Tak)-rM(q,Ð 0,"x,"

Tlrt -T'-tT:¿

0r"*r, YT
K Oltxæ

Tol *Tlt

Toi + trr{ au+

M(q)-t
0rrx'

( 13)u

Substitution of ã in (.A'1.6) gives

(vá!'Ð)'; =f,*rr (

(A1.7)

The last term of (A'1.7) is not explicitly dependent of u, ij because M(l,t) : M(q) is a

function of g. Recall that the Lagrangian is

L(t,u) = 
Lrt'1t¡Ot(t) 

+ 
Lruçt¡, nult) (16)

A candidate of the Hamiltonian ff (17) is the sum of (Á.1.7) and (16). A. third step is now

to evaluate how l/ depends on u € l?'. The 7t = u| for which .t has its minimum value is

obtained from the partial derivatives with respect to u. Only the second terms of (41.7)

and (16) contribute to the partial derivatives.

# = *uW)'ã; + L(i,u)) = Brroi t Ru (.4r.8)

Extremals of the Hamiltonian with respect to z is found by setting the partial derivatives

0II l0u equal to zero. The minimum is obtained for u = u*

u* : -R-r BrTol (,41.9)

+L¡'rr 
I
-u(od) + Dl31 uffiir 0,", I roã

Ornxr, l,,.*n )

A fourth step is now to verify that the suggested T/ satisfies (19). The time derivative of

I/ is composed of (A'1.7) and (41.3-a)

ry=u#*ëP),t:
23



-{rf I
ak) 0,,x,,
Or."rn K

t"'r 
(
u(q,q) 0,"x,.

0rn"r" 0rr*r,

l=0

Toi I Tol (,41.10)

(,41.11)

(,41.12)

(/.1.r3)

i:0
(á1.14)

(22)

(A2.r)

Substitution of ã of (13) inro (4L.L0) gives

ry=Iu, (o* .:)r+{r{au

Application of u= z* to ü gives

ry : in li_ 
.i 

), _ {r{aa-,Br¡i

Application of u = î¿* on the Lagrangian of optimal control

L(t,u*) =Iu,@ + Tl Bn-LBrno)t

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is satisfied for u: ø* if

ry*(ry),i+L(t,u*):Iu, t t; i')- e-rtBn-tBro

It now follows that V(ã,ú) is a solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, a Hamiltons

principal function, for u: u* and matrices KrTo solving the algebraic matrix equation

* [ [] i') - e -rl'n-,Bro) u= o, Yt (22)

This proves lemma l-

Appendix 2: Proof of Theorem l-

From lemma 1 is known that

(21)

solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for K - KT, ?s solving the algebraic matrix equation

v(t(t),0 =f,ærg l,*y, i) ^,

" ((:, i J 
- Q -rt'n-'n'ro)

The optimal feedback control law u = u* that minimizes .I is

z*(t) = -A-r Arfñ1t¡
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Let the weighting matrix Q, .R of the Lagrangian be factorized with Cholesky-factorizations

Qt, Qz,,R1 of (2a) so that and choose

x - 
Lrtolez 

+ eîetl - 140f, * en) (25)

Application of these factorizations and. the conditions of (24) directly shows that K =
Kr > 0. The matrices K, To of (25) solve the algebraic matrix equation of (22)

or with application of (25)

t t; i). [3r Til-í\i\:8i3:) J= 
o Ø22)

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is satisfied because

ry*(ry),ã;+L(i,u)=tr, t t; i)- q-r{nn-tBrroJ u=o
(A2.3)

Notice that I/ ) 0 for all positive definite K. The cost firnction may then be evaluated as

14 ftt
I t(t,u*)dt- | -vat=V(t(to),to)-V(t(t¡),t¡) < y(õ(¿o),¿o) (A2.4)
Jto Jto

The optimality of the control follows from (42.3) and it follows that ã e L2(to,t¡),Yt¡ >

ts. The claim on -D2-stability follows immediately from (.A,2.4). tlom (2a) and (25)

follows that K = KT ) 0 and the inertia matrix M(q) is positive definite by definition

(1). The function I/ has a unique minimum at the origin. It is also nonnegative and

radially growing w.r.t. llãll for all t ) ts so that it fulfills all requirements on a Lyapunov

function candidate. The time derivative dvldt ( 0 which implies that I/ is a Lyapunov

function for a uniforml¡ globall¡ asymptotically stable system. This finishes the proof.

To- Tn
0 fn*n

Ttz NTQ, RTQ,
0 f,.*nJ:I
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